THE HO R S E R ID IN G H OLID AY IN SA RDINIA YOU HA V E A LWA YS DREA ME D OF
Walks, Trekking, Horse bathing, Pony School and Pony Games, outdoor & indoor
for adults and children, beginners and experts

The Project

The horse experience
Horse Sharing is the horse-related product offered by Horse Country
Resort dedicated to horse lovers and to those who want to enrich their
holidays and be carried away into the magical world of horse riding.
Targeted routes and qualified guides will allow anyone, even the less
experienced and beginners, to ride safely and enjoy unspoiled nature
and breathtaking landscapes.

The Location

Horse Country Resort in Sardinia
Overlooking the west coast of Sardinia, Horse Country Resort has always
stood out for its proposals of equestrian tourism and represents a real
institution in the world of horses.
Immersed in a green oasis with 3 hectares of well-kept gardens, a private
beach and a pinewood of more than 50 hectares, a wide variety of
itineraries can be enjoyed on horseback in a wild and unspoiled natural
environment.

The Equestrian Centre
The kingdom of our horses

The “Horse Country Riding Center” is just a few steps away from the Resort and offers large space for the maximum well-being and comfort of horses.
In addition to the stables with over 100 oversize boxes, there are two racing fields – one in grass outdoor and the other in sand indoor, inside the Palacavallo –
the second largest indoor riding school in Europe in terms of size (6,000 square meters and 1,200 seats in the stands) to practice equestrian activities at any
time of the year. The Centre also has two sand test fields for western riding, English riding and pony games.
All around are miles and miles of pine forests, eucalyptus forests, high dunes, beaches of fine sand that can be enjoyed on horseback, ancient fishing villages,
stretches of water inhabited by pink flamingos and many other animals, uniquely characterizing this wild and authentic part of Sardinia.
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ACTIVITIES

Horse riding

Walks in the saddle for all tastes and levels of preparation
From the beach to the pinewood, from dawn to dusk, riding through eucalyptus woods and ponds inhabited by pink flamingos, you can choose from
a wide variety of routes to be enjoyed on horseback. Accompanied by trained guides, even the less experienced or beginners can ride in total safety
and enjoy unspoiled nature and breathtaking landscapes.
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ACTIVITIES

Horse Trekking

The charm of a real horse riding adventure
For experienced riders, the Equestrian Centre proposes several exciting and unforgettable trips, from 1 to 5 days, to discover amazing places,
from the naturalistic and historical point of view in the western part of Sardinia, undoubtedly the wildest and most authentic coast of the island.

Riding to the beach of Torre dei Corsari

Riding to discover the “Green Coast”

Riding to the fishing village of Marceddì

Riding to the dunes of Piscinas

ACTIVITIES

Pony Camp, Pony School & Pony Games

Horse bathing

For several hours a day with games and theory lessons, the Pony Camp
provides all children, from 4 years of age and up, with the chance to
immerse in nature, to get close to the world of horses and learn to be safe
with their new friends. Riding activities, horse grooming, different types of
riding can be experienced, as well as short trails and pony games.

Riding bareback on the beach, crossing the foreshore and diving
into the sea together with the horse allows the creation of a
special bond with the animal, to experience unique and
unforgettable emotions.

Where children are the protagonists

Pure emotions

ACTIVITIES

Wellness on horseback

Hippotherapy

The benefits of riding on body and mind are well known and
confirmed by science. In addition to the wellness paths and
treatments offered by the “Poseidonya” Wellness & Spa Centre,
horseback activities will give all participants a complete and
revitalizing psychophysical well-being.

Specially tamed horses and certified instructors offer rehabilitation
courses that guarantee numerous psychophysical benefits to
people with motor or mental disabilities.

In the saddle for a perfect shape

The therapeutic emotions of the relationship
with the horse

Horses are welcome

Our services for your horse
The Equestrian Centre also offers the possibility to bring your horse with you on holiday. Our staff is happy to welcome, look after and manage
all the horses that are brought to the Centre, ensuring maximum comfort for as long as desired. Horses will be kept in more than 100 oversize
boxes, including feeding, box cleaning, daily bedding and veterinary assistance if required.

PACKAGES

Package
Family on Horseback

“Family on Horseback” is an emotional holiday
in Sardinia, in one of the most beautiful gulfs
of the island, in a unique and evocative setting
where country culture meets Sardinian traditions.
With the package “Family on Horseback” you have
the possibility to share with your family a stay of
one or more weeks in comfort, in a Standard or
Superior room, enriched by exciting horseback
riding activities designed for everyone,
even the little ones, together with our friendly
ponies and horses.

Package
Nature on Horseback

“Nature on Horseback” is the emotion of riding
through the wildest and most unspoiled part
of Sardinia, to discover unique landscapes and
enjoy the ancient traditions of this
wonderful land: secular pinewoods, ponds
with flamingos, fishing villages.
With the package “Nature on Horseback”
you have the possibility to live a holiday in full
comfort for one or more weeks,
in a Standard or Superior room, with the
presence of horses to live unforgettable
holidays immersed in nature.

Package
Equicard

“Equicard” is a subscription for 10 horse
riding activities, one hour each,
to enjoy all the proposals of our
Equestrian Centre, including exciting walks,
trekking, pony games for children,
carriage rides, lessons and approaching
activities for beginners.

PACKAGES

Package

Horse Sharing Experience

An experience on horseback in Sardinia without limits
Horse Sharing Experience is the chance to live one or more weeks of holiday in a Country-style or Old English style Cottage and share the stay
with one or more horses of the Equestrian Centre up to 6 hours a day, participating with them in collective activities or even just to spend some
time together, looking after them and cuddling them. It will be like having “your own horse” in Sardinia.

PACKAGES

Package

Horse Sharing Membership
The passion to share on holidays

Based on the concept of the Sharing Economy allowing everyone to access goods and services that would otherwise be out of their reach, Horse
Sharing Membership helps make dreams come true by allowing all riding enthusiasts, horse lovers and nature lovers to “own their own horse”
with which to enjoy an all inclusive holiday for several years to come.

YOUR HORSE
YOUR HOUSE
IN SARDINIA
FOR 5-10 YEARS

Follow in the footsteps of the Champions

Your training ground is the venue of major sporting events
Come and experience a holiday at the Horse Country Resort in the location that for years has been hosting some of the most important national and
international equestrian events and enjoy the routes and the fields on which some of the most famous riders and horses have ridden.

European Championship 2008

Jumping Sardegna 2013

Sardegna Endurance Festival 2017, 2018, 2019

Pony Games Championship 2021

Where we are
Contacts

Horse Country Resort & SPA
Strada a Mare 24, n27 09092 Arborea (OR)
(+39) 0783.80500
info@horsecountry.it
www.horsecountry.it
OLBIA

PORTO TORRES

Distances

ALGHERO

Connections

Railway Stations

1. Reception - Hotel "Castello"
2. Hotel “Ribot”
3. Hotel “Medar”
4. Villas - Cottage
5. Restaurant/ Pizzeria / Bar
6. Bar “Tropicana”
7. Restaurant “Barbecue”
8. Palacavallo
9. English Stable
10. Western Stable
11.Outdoor Racing Field
12. SPA “Poseidonya”

13. Congress Centre
14. Equipped Beach
15. “Tropicana” pool
16. Sporting pool
17. Amphitheatre
18. Tennis & Football court
19. Tennis court
20. Mini Club
21. Saloon
22. Infopoint - Hotel “Fortezza”
23. Shop & Drugstore

Oristano 18 Km
Marrubbiu 13 Km

ORISTANO

Airports

MARRUBBIU

Cagliari Elmas
Olbia Costa Smeralda
Alghero Fertilia

85 Km
180 Km
160 Km

CAGLIARI

Port
Cagliari
Porto Torres
Olbia
Golfo Aranci

95 Km
165 Km
180 Km
190 Km

